Active Investor’s Recommendation

13-November2014

Buy-Limit $15.90

Buy

Lend Lease Group (LLC)
Stop Loss
$14.00

General Company Overview:

Target $18.00

Lend Lease (LLC) is an international property and infrastructure group with
operations in Australia, Asia, the Americas, Europe and the Middle East.
LLC’s core lines of business are development, construction, investment
management, services and ownership of property and infrastructure
assets. LLC is focused on the creation of a global property group by

managing a portfolio of four businesses diversified by geography, sector

SUMMARY
Ticker

LLC.ASX

Registered Name
Industry
Price

$15.87

and risk profile. The strategy is aimed at securing multiple earnings
streams from the five businesses by focusing on high quality retail assets
and master planned urban communities, leveraging project management

Lend Lease Group
Diversified Real Estate
Activities

TRADE OVERVIEW
Direction

Long

Outlook

90 Days

Strategy

Continuation

and construction skills and using asset creation and capital transaction
capabilities. CEO Steve McCann continues to grow the business through
acquisitions and new development projects, taking advantage of
SHORT TERM TARGET

opportunities in recovering markets as they improve over the medium-

term.
Long

Short

Dividend Play

Short Term Case:

Capital Return

13.92%

Dividend Yield

n/a
13.92%

Total S’holder Return

LLC has presented a buying opportunity with the stock price consolidating
recently within it’s long term ascension causing the RSI to drop from 78 to

STRATEGY

60 in the last few sessions. The (5/25) DSMA has remained bullish for all

Target

$18.00

Stop

$14.00

but three months in the previous 12 and is widening providing fantastic

Last Traded

$15.87

Direction

Long

acceleration of growth. With the (21)Momentum Indicator increasing to

the well-known 110 level by LLC we believe there is further opportunity to
generate significant profits in a well-established secure company.

Trading Checklist
Liquidity



Average of $6M+ Volume/Day

Trend



Long Term Uptrend

Trigger



Continuation of ascending channel

Please note: This recommendation is for those
seeking a short term strategy only.

TRADE HISTORY

Trading Glossary
Buy

Establishing a ‘long’ position in the market and expecting
appreciation of the stock.

Sell

Either ‘short-selling’ the stock or alternatively closing out of an
existing position.

Stop Loss

The price at which the stock is to be exited should it move in the
adverse direction.

Archive
Cardno Limited

14-10-14

FLT Limited

09-10-14

CSR LimitedResearch Recommendations 11-09-14
Nine Entertainment

09-09-14

SEEK Limited

19-08-14

Target

The price at which a profit target is to be executed.

Stop

The trigger entry for the price. I.e, once the market breaches this
price, a market order should be executed.

View Limited
the Active Investors Portfolio
Origin Energy
12-08-14

Limit

The limit in which we look to buy or sell the stock to.

Macquarie Atlas Roads Group

28-07-14

Western Areas LTD

17-07-14

Note: The Active Investors Portfolio is predominantly trades based on technical analysis
and short term fundamentals.

Analysts

These recommendations are used for those looking to gain active exposure in short term
and volatile markets – not long term investment.
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About Us

Contact Us

Wise owl is a global supplier of intelligence, strategic solutions, and expansion capital for
emerging companies and investors. Established in 2001, wise owl drives efficient capital
allocation towards developing assets.

Domain House, Level 4
139 Macquarie Street
Sydney, NSW 2000
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Disclaimer
This report was produced by wise-owl.com Pty Ltd (ACN 097 446 369), which is an Australian financial services licensee (Licence no. 246670). Wiseowl.com Pty Ltd has made every effort to ensure that the information and material contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been
obtained from reliable sources. However, no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the information and material and it
should not be relied upon as a substitute for the exercise of independent judgment. Except to the extent required by law, wise-owl.com Pty Ltd does
not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, the material contained in this report. This
report is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the sale or purchase of any securities. The
securities recommended by wise-owl.com carry no guarantee with respect to return of capital or the market value of those securities. There are
general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware that these risks might result in loss of income and capital
invested. Neither wise-owl.com nor any of its associates guarantees the repayment of capital.
WARNING: This report is intended to provide general financial product advice only. It has been prepared without having regard ed to or taking into
account any particular investor’s objectives, financial situation and/or needs. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness of the
advice, in light of their own objectives, financial situation and/or needs, before acting on the advice. Where applicable, investors should obtain a
copy of and consider the product disclosure statement for that product (if any) before making any decision.
DISCLOSURE: Wise-owl.com Pty Ltd and/or its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their
own account in the investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been
published. Additionally, wise-owl.com Pty Ltd may have, within the previous twelve months, provided advice or financial services to the companies
mentioned in this report. As at the date of this report wise-owl.com Pty Ltd and/or its directors, associates, employees or representatives currently
hold interests in: PMR
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